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Celebrating 30 years of
VIP and Corporate Coach hire
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woodscoaches.net

We would like to wish the team
every success for the coming season!
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MATCH

most appearances
Cawley
353
Taggart
191
Hetherington 184
Graham
173
Robertson 170

GOALS

Cawley
Trouten
Buchanan
Graham
Thomson

62
35
24
12
11

MANAGER
PETER GRANT

6

DEFENDERS

MIDFIELDERS

FORWARDS
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LEWIS RUSSELL

NEWSDESK
Alloa backed
up a first league
win of the season
at Gayfield with a
fine performance
against Hibernian.
Unfortunately the
green and white of
Edinburgh fared
better than their
maroon counterparts and advanced
to the semi-finals.
Alloa then added
another fine victory
against the pro-
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motion playoff
chasers Inverness.
It was looking to be
another frustrating
day as Brad McKay
fired past Neil Parry
after just 8 minutes
and controlled
much of the game.
After an hour of
play, up stepped
Innes Murray and
from 30 yards lasered a spectacular
free-kick past the
planted Mark Ridg-

ers. With the score
level both teams
made changes
and the Inverness
threat seemed to
have shrank. Twelve
minutes from the
end Innes Murray
launched a 50 yard
ball onto the path
of an unmarked
Thomson inside
the penalty box. He
took it on the volley
- straight at the Inverness keeper - but

it crucially squirmed
in between Ridgers
hands and trundled
over the line to give
Alloa another pleasing three points.
Today Alloa face
another old foe,
Raith Rovers. Raith
have been a breath
of fresh air to the
Championship with
their free flowing
attacking style and
find themselves
in the promotion

playoff places with
almost a third of
the season gone.
Warm welcome
extended to them
as they make their
first trip to the
Indodrill since the
disastrous triple
header with Alloa
denying Raith the
title on the final day
and losing both legs
of the playoff-tie of
2017-18 that saw
Alloa advance to
the final and gain
promotion to the
Championship.
On Sunday 11th
December the
Scottish Cup First
Round was drawn
in full. Alloa Athletic
will enter into the
competition in the
next round and
could meet any
of the winners of

these ties on the 9th
January.
Alloa’s fixture
vs Ayr United has
moved to the 12th
January to accommodate the second
round fixture.
WASPS 2000 DRAW
WEEK 51

£ 100 M BLACKADDER
£ 50 A SYME

£ 25 A COOPER

£ 25 M GLENCROSS
£ 25 I PATERSON

NOVEMBER WINNER
£275 M MCKENZIE
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PETER GRANT

MANAGERS
NOTES
Peter Grant after
Inverness

formances have
been very good.”

“It’s obviously
important to win
games of football, I’ve always
said that. I get
disappointed
when we play
well and don’t
win but as I say a
lot of the per-

“I thought in
the first half
Inverness were
the better side,
there’s no getting
away from that,
but in the second
half we galvanised ourselves
[and] got our-
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selves a little bit
better organised.
“Just before the
game we were
spooked a little
bit with Alan
[Trouten] pulling
out four minutes
before kick-off
so we had to

adjust what we
SUPPORT THE
PLAYERS ALWAYS
were trying to
do but I thought PETER
they responded
to it fantastically well in the
second half and
they thoroughly
deserved what
they got from the
game.”
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D
C

Donaldson
Contruction Ltd
JOINERS AND BUILDING CONTRACTORS
Block 2, Ward Street, Alloa FK10 1ET

Tel: 01259 219923 Fax@ 01259 211676
e-mail: info@donaldson-construction.co.uk

We would like to take this opportunity to wish Alloa Athletic
Football Club every success this season

Embrace the
real world
Our OLED TVs bring pictures and sound together in perfect harmony. See pure blacks
for incredible contrast. Hear sound directly
from the screen. This is as real as it gets.

McMichael’s

www.mcmichaels.co.uk- open 7 days
Alloa
3-9 Mill Street
FK101DT
T: 01259724230
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Hall 5, Tillicoultry
T: 01259755158

SCOTTISH CHAMPIONSHIP
19th December 2020
Indodrill Stadium, Alloa
3:00pm KO

ALLOA ATHLETIC

2:1

INVERNESS CT

(0:1)

SCORERS

Murray
Thomson

REFEREE: Steven Kirkland

0:1 8’ McKay
61’ 1:1
78’ 2:1
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SCOTTISH LEAGUE CUP QTR FINAL
15th December 2020
Indodrill Stadium, Alloa
8:00 pm KO

ALLOA ATHLETIC

1:2

HIBERNIAN

(1:0)

Hanlon (OG)

REFEREE: David Munro

14

SCORERS

34’ 1:0
1:1 62’ Doidge
1:2 83’ Jamieson (OG)
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JONATHAN MARKWELL

MY PALMERSTON BLUES
Whilst the prospect
of home supporters
returning to the Recs
hopefully isn’t too far
away, the chances of
seeing the Wasps in
the flesh on an away
matchday sadly appears
less likely for the foreseeable future. As a fan
from afar, away games
are more convenient for
me as there are a select
few grounds I can visit
on a day-trip. In-fact,
since the first of my two
girls was born in 2012,
I’ve actually seen more
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Alloa away games than
home matches. My last
four day trips have all
been to Dumfries, with
Palmerston Park being
my closest ground living
in Reading. Hence, not
being able to travel up
last month to watch
the Queen of the South
encounter in person
crystallised how much
I missed my somewhat
unconventional away
matchday experience.
I missed my calendar
reminder 12 weeks

before the game to purchase my train tickets
as soon as they went
on sale, remembering
to split my ticket to save
an extra £10. I missed
a restless night’s sleep
before the alarm going
at 5.45am to signal me
sprinting into the shower with nervous energy,
wired by the buzz of
the prospect of seeing
the Wasps. My anxiety
levels are high at this
point; despite already
checking online that the
train is on its way from

Southampton, its not
until I’m in my seat on
the 7.15am to Manchester Piccadilly that I can
begin to relax a little.
I change trains at Birmingham New Street,
often enjoying a quick
walk around the vast
Bullring in that strange
time just before all the
shops open, before
boarding for a 3-hour
slog to Carlisle. From
there its usually a short
20 minute wait for the
local stopping service to

Dumfries, with my first
sign of people going
to the same game as
me as Queens scarves
come into view at stops
in Gretna Green and
Annan. By 1pm I’m in
Dumfries and my relief
that the trains have
been kind is palpable.
I missed the simple
pleasure of walking by
the River Nith and over
the historic Devorgilla
Bridge, spotting a heron
or two by the weir on
the way to the ground.
I missed the glimpses
of the floodlights, beckoning you towards the
ground, and my regular
whatsapp message to
tell my brother Colin
that ‘Colin’s Carpets’ on
Terregles Street by the
ground, with its bold
signage, is still alive and
well. I missed checking
in on the lovely mural
of Palmerston legends
by the ground and the
trickle of locals, mostly
showing their colours,
all heading towards the
place they call home
like an army of ants.
I missed studying
the team-lines which

are always sellotaped to
the door by one of the
entrances to the main
stand. Whilst the teamsheet is always pristine,
the scars of a hundred
layers of sellotape,
chipping away at the
paintwork are most illuminating to me. I enjoy
the tradition of gawping
over somebody’s shoulder to see the team
news and that awkward
feeling of not wanting to
linger too long to annoy
others as they catch a
glance too. Its far more
authentic than scrolling
through my phone to
learn the team - for once
my phone can have a

Saturday afternoon off,
stewards in the away
I’m here to see the game end, meaning I am no
for real.
longer the full focus of
their suspicious eyes.
I missed being the
first Alloa fan through
the turnstiles and
watching Neil Parry and
Alan Fraser as they undertake their pre-match
routines, witnessed by
more seagulls than fans
– its the calm before
the storm, but gives
me a real insight into
the dedication all the
players put in away from
those all important 90
minutes. By the time the
rest of the squad make
it onto the pitch for their
warm up I’m thankfully
not outnumbered by

I missed taking what
in time has superstitiously become my
‘lucky’ seat. It’s about
five rows back from
the front (to get as
close to the action as
possible) and at the end
of the row to enable
easy access should any
celebrations at the front
of the stand be required.
I missed nodding to the
familiar faces you always
see on Alloa away days.
I missed my game of
trying to work out which
players had family supporting them. Some are
easier to recognise than
others, with Liam Dick’s
father instantly spotted,
while others become
clearer once the action
begins (e.g. words of
encouragement towards
Jake Hastie).
I missed the sight of
John Tanner very politely
asking the over-zealous
Palmerston stewards
if he could unfurl the
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supersized Wasps flag
over empty nearby
seats and subsequently
struggling somewhat to
tie it down whilst battling against the inevitable breeze. I missed the
noise and atmosphere
created by the young
Alloa supporters, full
of over-exuberance
and a hint of rebellion
with their unwavering
support for the team. I
missed the sight of Brian Roach, Ryan Ritchie
and company arriving
without fail at 3.05pm,
with my favourite
instance of this ritual
being in October 2018
when I was still celebrating Jake Hastie’s early
opener as the latecomers joined the party!
On the pitch I missed
Andy Graham and
Scott Taggart seemingly
having their own private
competition of who can
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execute the most Cruyff
turns in their own half –
not good for the blood
pressure!
I really missed the
awkward walk Alloa
fans have to take along
the front of the stand
to get to the toilets and
food kiosk at half-time,
casually walking beyond
enemy lines past home
supporters and then
queuing up alongside
them, doing my best not
to smirk too much as
the locals complain how
poor Queens have been
yet again. Fortunately
my trusty gold and
black scarf can hide my
delight and perhaps
tones down some of the
disquiet amongst the
home support. I’m not
one to nip out during
the match itself, but
watching some Alloa
supporters waltzing past

knowing feeling that
we’re doing it again in
Dumfries! However, that
feeling is topped by the
unbridled joy of a late
winner. That 93rd minute winner from Jordan
Kirkpatrick in February
2019 was really special,
happening in slow motion almost as Zanatta’s
I even missed the
sight of Stephen Dobbie cross seemed to take
an age to arrive at the
being Stephen Dobbie.
onrushing forehead of
His hat-trick in the 3-3
Kirky to flick home. What
draw in October 2018
was of the highest order, better feeling than a
fairly undeserved injury
meaning that outside
observers accused Alloa time away-day winner to
end a five game losing
of criminally surrendering a 3-0 lead, but those streak – simply beautiful.
inside the ground knew It was just a shame Kirky
it was simply due to the was on the opposite side
of the pitch, as I was one
brilliance of Dobbie. A
of a few who ran straight
class act.
to the edge of the stand
Most of all I missed
to joyfully celebrate
that indescribable
the winner. In January
feeling of joy of opening of this year it was a
the scoring; part surcarbon-copy celebration
prise, part joy, part that
from me as O’Hara
a frustrated home support is another delight.
Often the Alloa fans are
smiling thanks to the
score on the pitch, whilst
simultaneously juggling
a polystyrene box of
chips covered in ketchup, happily distracting
me from the game.

stroked home in the
81st minute to secure
another dramatic win at
Palmerston - glorious!
I missed meeting
with John and David
Glencross either before
or after the games, to
catch up and reflect on
all things Alloa since
we last met. That trip in
January saw them delayed in traffic, meaning
I could only say hello
after the 3-2 win. The
added bonus of that
was it also meant being
able to watch the postmatch interviews. Although the setting was
less than glamorous, it
was certainly authentic
as Peter Grant and
man of the moment
Kevin O’Hara gave the
huddled press enough
lines to fill their pages.
It was in a back-room
under the main stand
which probably hadn’t
changed in the past
30 years, barring the
incongruous advertising
boards which sadly
provide a statutory
backdrop to after match
interviews. That behind
the scenes glimpse
afforded to me further
demonstrated the
charm of Palmerston
Park, a homely place
which appears from
afar to be at the centre
of its community.
I missed the 1759
train from Dumfries to
Carlisle after the match.
I refer to it as the ‘early
party train’, as two carriages breeze through
the lowland countryside
with mainly groups
of teenagers dressed

up for their weekly big
nights out in Carlisle (or
even Newcastle). They
spend the 45 minute
journey chatting loudly
and warming up with a
bottle of wine or two. I
spend the time trying
my best not to people
watch, instead munching my way through
a supreme macaroni
cheese and chip supper.
What I certainly
didn’t miss is the 1853
departure from Carlisle
to London Euston, which
after an already long day
really is a never-ending journey down the
country, eventually
trundling into the capital
at 2245. I know from
experience that if I’m not
asleep between Crewe
and Milton Keynes
something is wrong.
Again, you overhear
conversations between
often inebriated or sleep
deprived football fans
from all corners of the
country, some more
informed than others.
One lowlight I still try to
block out are the continuous intoxicated chants
about Mo Salah. Then
there’s the non-football
related travellers, bemused and sometimes
tutting at “these football
types” as they struggle
with oversized suitcases when mysteriously
boarding at Wigan North
Western or Warrington
Bank Quay.
Having woken up I’m
often bouncing off the
train at Euston, fully
embracing the London
psyche of getting from A
to B in the quickest time

possible and ignoring
everything around me,
successfully navigating
my way through the
underground towards
Paddington. The
underground at 11pm
on a Saturday night is
a bizarre place, with a
mix of those who have
evidently been to the
theatre or out for a meal
and on their way home,
awkwardly juxtaposed
next to twenty-somethings who are just
on their way out for
the night. Me happily
reading my Queen of
the South matchday
programme seems like
entirely normal behaviour in my opinion. At
that time of night there
are predictable scenes
of carnage at Paddington, but fortunately 35
minutes later I’m disembarking in Reading and
after a 5 minute taxi ride
I’m back home 18 hours
after beginning my
day. I kiss my children

goodnight (they’ve had
Domino’s as a special
treat as “Daddy has
gone to the football”),
inevitably wake up my
lovely wife and doze off
dreaming about doing it
all again one day soon.
It really is true that
when you’re prevented
from doing something
you enjoy doing, you
miss it all the more. Last
month I was yearning
for every single minutiae
detail of my day-trip
to Dumfries. Having
never seen Alloa lose at
Palmerston Park (three
wins and two draws),
it got me [completely
irrationally] thinking that
my absence somehow
contributed to Alloa’s
insipid display that day.
Hopefully it won’t be
too long before we can
enjoy away days again.
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BRIAN ROACH

A FAN’S
VIEW
What a difference
a week can make
in football! With
Alloa really building
on that vital win at
Gayfield against
Arbroath a fortnight
ago. They may have
exited the Betfred
Cup at the quarter-final stage but
they deserve all the
credit from a strong
performance against
one of the best
teams in the coun-
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try. And this was
followed up with a
massive three points
last Saturday against
Inverness Caledonian Thistle.
The midweek
visit of Hibs came
first- Alloa’s maiden
voyage of being
broadcast live on
the Premier Sports
channel. Midweek
games for part time
clubs facing full time

opposition is by
nature usually a very
tough ask- and that’s
before taking into
account their opponents highly impressive road form
this season. They
pitched up at Alloa
having lost to only
Aberdeen and Celtic
away from home
this season, and
having dispatched
Motherwell and
Hamilton Accies, 3-0

and 4-0 respectively,
in their previous two
away fixtures. Alloa
set up with the same
team that completed the match at
Gayfield, with the
exception of Innes
Murray who was unable to play against
his parent club. He
was replaced by
Lee Connelly in the
starting 11.
Although Hibs

enjoyed a lot of
possession in the
first half, their main
goal threat came
from Paul Hanlon
at set pieces. Both
Gullan and Boyle
also went reasonably close, but in
that opening period
Alloa gave as good
as they got overall.
With ten minutes
to go before the
break, they gave the
visitors even more
food for thought by
breaking the deadlock. Stefan Scougall
showed his class on
the right, dropping
his shoulder to
deliver a searching
ball into the area
with Buchanan and
Cawley lurking.
Space opened up
for Cawley, and although his shot was
saved by Marciano
the ball rebounded
off either Cawley or
Hanlon and into the
net. It was difficult
to ascertain which
scenario occurred,

but it mattered not.
Cawley deserved to
get his name on the
scoresheet after an
outstanding individual performance in
the first half.

for Hibs. The visitors
levelled the game
just after the hour
mark, with Christian
Doidge scrambling
home from close
range after Hanlon’s
initial header on
A reaction was
goal was blocked.
certainly expected
A combination of
after the break, and
Parry and Jamieson
I’m sure we were all
blocked a goalward
strapped in awaiting
Magennis shot soon
a bombardment of
after as Hibs pushed
the Alloa goalmouth
for a place in the
in the second half.
semi finals. Such
But it never really
openings were still
amounted to much,
rare, but their class
with Alloa comfortwas understandably
ably holding their
beginning to show.
defensive shape and
Alloa had kept Boyle
Hibs creatively strugclose to silent for
gling to find any armost of the evening,
eas of vulnerability.
but he along with
Jack Ross didn’t allow
Mallan started to
it to fester too long,
move through the
making changes
gears a bit as the
before the half was
clock ticked down.
10 minutes old. Kyle
With eight minutes
Magennis and Stevie
remaining Mallan
Mallan were introturned in the area to
duced, and although
create the decisive
it took some time
opening- laying on a
these tweaks would
plate for Doidge. His
eventually lead to an
header took a very
effective outcome
fortunate deflection
off Jamieson, who
could do nothing to
prevent it as the ball
ended up in the net.
In stoppage time
Alloa almost forced
another 30 minutes
when substitute
Cameron O’Donnell
pressed Hibs keeper
Marciano. His clearance cannoned off

the young Alloa midfielder and bounced
inches over the bar.
Alloa were eliminated, but far from
disgraced and there
were so many positives to take from
the performance.
The defensive shape
showed character
and determination
as always. Both Hibs
goals were scrappy
efforts- they didn’t
really manage to cut
Alloa open all game.
The balance in the
midfield looked
probably as good
as it has all season- Trouten played
much of the match
in a deeper role, with
Cawley and Scougall both showing
some outstanding
touches and always
dangerous to the
opposition. Stevie
Mallan did make a
difference to the
game as stated- but I
still thought it was a
bit of a nonsense he
picked up the man
of the match award,
when Cawley’s
performance was
excellent from start
to finish.
Despite the
obvious rewards
from victory in that
game, the match
against Inverness
was probably a more
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significant one. And
injuries to Trouten
and Scougall- two of
Alloas most gifted
creative playersmeant going into
the game with a
patched up midfield.
Cameron O’Donnell
and Innes Murray
replaced them in
the starting 11.
Midweek exertions
had also taken
their toll and Alloa
understandably
took a while to get
going. Inverness had
taken an early lead
through Brad Mackay and bossed much
of the opening half.
After a bright Alloa
start to the second
half, Inverness had
gradually regained
control of the game
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until a moment of
magic near the hour
mark. Innes Murray
produced a free kick
that Iain Flannigan
would have been
proud of to equalise.
Inverness keeper
Mark Ridgers was
rooted to the spot,
and suddenly the
game turned in the
Wasps favour. Some
lovely interchange
between O’Donnell and Murray
opened up space for
Murray to launch a
ball into the Inverness penalty area.
Substitute Robert
Thomson connected
with his volley and
it squirmed through
Ridgers’ hands to put
Alloa ahead with 14
minutes remaining.

Alloa saw it out fairly
comfortably- the
defence thriving
in the trenches. I
almost cursed it on
co-commentary, because I was getting
such a kick out of
the concentration
and communication
levels of the likes of
Andy Graham and
Stevie Hetherington.
The lack of supporters in the ground
means you pick this
all up watching the
game unfold. Taking
into account all the
factors as previously stated- a tiring
midweek fixture
and a patched up
midfield- this was a
huge 3 points which
put a bit of daylight
between Alloa and

the foot of the table.
I obviously
mentioned having
an attempt at the
co-commentary for
the Inverness game,
and thanks to everyone who posted
positive feedback on
my “performance”.
It’s given me a real
insight into the hard
work and effort
that the club make
in making these
streams happen- a
thankless task at
times. I am hoping to
return again to the
co-commentary as I
thoroughly enjoyed
it. Enjoy today’s
game, where hopefully Alloa’s good run
of form continues
against a strong
Raith Rovers side.
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ANDREW COCKBURN

LOOKING
BACK
15TH DECEMBER 1984
In the Premier Division, leaders Rangers
bounced back from
two successive league
defeats to record a
1-0 win at Hibs, who
remained fifth, while
second-placed Dundee
United stayed close
on the heels of The
Gers, thanks to a
2-0 victory v Celtic at
Tannadice, which was
United’s ninth league
game without defeat.
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Aberdeen retained third
spot thanks to a 3-1
home win v sixth-place
St. Mirren, while Celtic
remained in fourth
place. At the other end
of the table, rock-bottom Hamilton Accies
suffered yet another defeat, this time by 0-2 at
fellow strugglers Hearts,
while Motherwell, in
spite of a 1-0 home success v another side in
the doldrums, Dundee,
remained one place
above their Lanarkshire
rivals. Dundee slipped

one place to eighth,
while Hearts’ success
moved them up one
place to seventh.
Falkirk retained
leadership of The First
Division, in spite of a
rather shock 0-1 home
reverse v struggling Partick, while Dunfermline
were now second, after
an emphatic 5-1 win v
Ayr at East End Park.
Clydebank moved up to
third place, thanks to a
3-1 home win v today’s
visitors Raith, for whom
Logan was on target,

gameless Airdrie slipped
to fourth, while fifthplaced St. Johnstone
were held 1-1 at hapless
Queen Of The South.
This was The Doonhamers fourteenth league
game without success,
and they remained firmly ensconced in bottom
spot, while Partick, in
spite of their welcome
win, still just one place
better off. Kilmarnock,
in spite of a 1-0 home
win v Meadowbank, still
occupied third-bottom
position, while Raith re-
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mained in tenth place.
Down in The Second
Division, table-toppers
Albion Rovers had to
settle for a narrow 1-0
home success v struggling Stenhousemuir.
Stranraer were another
side with their sights
on The First Division,
and they hosted Alloa,
who were still struggling to find any sort of
consistency, but who’d
enjoyed a 2-0 home
triumph v Dumbarton
the previous week, The
Wasps line-up showing
one or two changes to
that which had beaten
The Sons: Lowrie,
Robertson, Haggart,
Millen, McCulloch, Gibson, Blackie (Lamont),
Rogers, Lytwyn, I. Lee,
Bateman (R. Lee). And
things looked promising for Alloa at the
break, when they led
2-0, thanks to goals
from Blackie & Lytwyn,
however, the home side
fought back in the second period, and levelled
matters up through
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Lloyd & McNiven. But
the point gained was not
enough to prevent The
Blues from dropping
one place to third, they
were replaced in second
place by Stirling Albion,
who were 1-0 home
winners v East Stirling.
Cowdenbeath remained
fourth, despite being
held 3-3 at home by
bottom club Berwick,
fifth-placed Queen’s
Park were 2-0 victors at
Arbroath, while Alloa still
occupied ninth place.
South of the border,
they were no games in
the English league, so it
was as-you-were. Norwich were still surprise
leaders of The First Division, closely followed by
Arsenal, Millwall, Derby,
Coventry & Liverpool,
while at the other end,
West Ham propped
up the table, with their
London rivals Wimbledon, and Newcastle immediately above them.
Matters were quite tight
at the top of The Second
Division, with just five

points covering the top
six clubs. Blackburn
led the way, then came
Chelsea, Manchester

City, Watford, Portsmouth & WBA.

Proud to support the
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in association with Alloa Athletic FC
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Unit 1 Block 6, Bond Street, Dumyat Business Park, Tullibody, FK102P6

tel:01259722896 Fax: 01259216217
email: sales@hamiltonbrydie.co.uk

Tel : 01259 763043
Office Tel: 01259762316
Fax: 01259 769211
www.energyassets.co.uk
Energy Assets Utilities are
pleased to support
Alloa Athletic Football Club
and wish them every success over
the coming season.
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RAITH ROVERS
The Rovers

This Boxing Day we
welcome the Championship newcomers,
Raith Rovers, to the
Indodrill for this fesFOUNDED
tive encounter. It has
1883
been quite a return
GROUND
to the second tier for
Stark’s Park, Kirkcaldy the visitors as they
currently sit pretty in
TOP HONOURS
the play-offs coming
Scottish Cup
Runners up 1912-13 into today’s game.
Rovers pipped their
Scottish League Cup rivals, Falkirk, to the
league title last camWinners 1994-95
Runners up 1948-49 paign as the season
got cut short due to
Scottish Championthe pandemic. After
ship*
a few years stuck in
Winners (6)
League One, Rovers
Runners-up (4)
fans would have
been grateful for last
season’s form that
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finally saw them ‘Roar
Back’ to the Championship. Despite
dropping out the Betfred Cup, there have
been few slip ups
for the Rovers this
season. With three
wins, three draws
and just the solitary
defeat, the most
memorable moment
must be their five-star
performance against
Morton where they
hit the Ton for five
with no reply.
THE BOSS JOHN MCGLYNN

The visitors are
managed by experienced boss, John
McGlynn, this afternoon. McGlynn began
his coaching career at
the professional level
with a position at
Hearts. He spent ten
years at the club in
various roles both full
and part time before
moving permanently
for his first managerial role at Starks
Park in 2006. During
that first spell as well
as picking up several
personal accolades,

such as PFA Manager
of the Year, he also
led them to a Second
Division title in 2009.
McGlynn made the
return to Tynecastle
as the main man in
2012 but was faced
with a tough financial
situation at the club.
Despite a struggle
in the league, he
managed to earn a
place at Hampden for
the 2013 League Cup
Final. A short spell as
Livingston boss and a
Celtic scout followed
before returning to
Raith Rovers in 2018
where he would
repeat earlier success
by winning the title.
THE CAPTAIN KYLE BENEDICTUS

A familiar face for
Alloa fans will lead
out the Rovers this
afternoon. Kyle Benedictus, who spent
a season on loan at
the club back in 2014,
will have the captain’s
armband. The Dundee-born defender
spent seven years at
his boyhood club but
spent two years out

on loan at Montrose
and Alloa. Benedictus
was part of some
truly memorable
moments during his
time. He started in
that historic victory
over Rangers and
continued stalwarts
performances at the
back throughout
the year. Benedictus
continued that fine
form into the playoffs that year and got
on the scoresheet
against both Brechin
and Forfar which
ultimately sealed
the club’s survival.
Following Alloa, he
signed permanently
at Raith in 2015 and
has been there ever
since. With hundred
and eighty-eight
appearances at the
club, including seven
goals and a leading
part in the league
win, it has been a
successful stint.

NEW BOY JAMIE MACDONALD

One of Raith’s
summer signings can
be classed a significant coup in the form
of Jamie MacDonald. Another name
familiar to the Wasps
fans, MacDonald impressed last season
in a loan spell at the
club last season. Covering for the injured
Neil Parry, the then
Kilmarnock keeper
came in and answered Peter Grant’s
S.O.S. when he came
in and shored up
Alloa’s goalkeeping
woes. MacDonald has
had a glittered career
in the top flight enjoying the bulk of that at
Hearts where he won
the Scottish Cup in
2012. The keeper has
also had significant
spells at Falkirk and
Kilmarnock where he

created more history,
adding to that his
short loan spells at
Queen of the South
also producing memorable moments at
Queen of the South.
Following his departure from Rugby Park
in the summer, McGlynn moved quickly to
secure his services on
a two-year deal.
ONE TO WATCH MANNY DUKU

he made the move to
England for a trial with
Oxford City before
signing the dotted line
at Chesham United.
There are countless
clubs on his CV from
his time down South
such as Hayes and
Yeading, where he
scored thirty three
goals in thirty nine
games. Since signing
an one-year deal at
Starks Park, he has
gone onto find that
form once again with
eight goals in nine
games. That includes
a brace against Queen
of the South, a goal in
the derby day draw
against Dunfermline
and a very impressive
Betfred Cup campaign.
This killer instinct will

Another one of
Raith Rovers new
boy’s, Manny Duku,
has certainly lit up
the Championship
since his arrival. The
Dutch-born striker
began his career in
his homeland before
playing for a whole
CONTINUED ON P32
host of clubs. In 2015,

BY KIEREN MOONEY
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certainly be a threat
for the Alloa defence
as he looks to break
into double figures
before the year out.

player in the Alloa
ranks playing against
his former side is
Liam Buchanan. The
veteran forward
made the switch to
THE CONNECTION
Starks Park after winning the league with
The two former
Livingston. Despite
Alloa players who
not achieving the
are returning to the
overarching aim of
Indodrill have already
promotion, Buchanan
been highlighted.
still managed to grab
Both Kyle Benedictus
twenty two goals in
and Jamie MacDonhis time at the club.
ald will be remembered fondly by the
PREVIOUS MEETINGS
Alloa fans and will be
The last time these
welcomed back happily. This is MacDon- two clubs met was
ald’s first game back in most spectacuat the Indodrill since lar fashion as Alloa
his injury that ended paved the way to
promotion under
his loan spell early
last season. The only Jim Goodwin. After
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playing one another
four times throughout the course of the
season, including a
decisive final day at
Starks which ended
0-0 and ruined their
title hopes, the sides
would meet twice
more in the semi
finals. The first game
under the lights of
the Indodrill went
perfectly to plan for
the home side. Ross
Stewart opened the
scoring for the Wasps
after capitalising
on a Iain Davidson
mistake, the defender’s night would go
from bad to worse
when he was sent off
later in the evening.

Iain Flannigan struck
in the second half to
double Alloa’s lead
going into the second
leg. The second leg
was a tense affair
going into it but a
wonderful free-kick
from Jordan Kirkpatrick gave Alloa
the lead in the game
and a commanding
score on aggregate.
Euan Murray, now at
Dunfermline, would
equalise on the day
for Raith but it wasn’t
enough as Ross
Stewart rubbed salt
in the wounds to win
the game on the day
2-1 late on and cruise
through to the final
4-1 on aggregate

HT QUIZ

1. In season 2017/18, which 2 former Alloa players scored against
the club in a 2-1 win at Starks Park in December that season?
2. Which 3 Garys have over 40 caps for Scotland?
3. Which lower league club held the Scottish Cup for 7 years from
1939 to 1946 due to the outbreak of war?
4. I have over 75 caps for my country, won the league in Scotland and won domestic cup competitions in both Scotland and
England. I have played for 3 English clubs but returned to play in
my home country in 2020. I also have an Olympic bronze medal.
Who am I?
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ANSWERS PAGE 37

GOALKEEPERS

MANAGER
JOHN MCGLYNN
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DEFENDERS

MIDFIELDERS

FORWARDS
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QUIZ
ANSWERS
1. GREIG SPENCE, LIAM
BUCHANAN
2. GARY MCALLISTER,
GARY CALDWELL, GARY
NAYSMITH
3. CLYDE
4. KI SUNG YUENG
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ALLOA ATHLETIC

MANAGER

RAITH ROVERS

PETER GRANT

MANAGER

REFEREE: Steven McLean

ALLOA’S NEXT FIVE

JOHN MCGLYNN

ASST: Stuart Hodge & Steven Traynor

